evolve in a way conducive to ambiguity in application. If there was a partition of social interactions, with a separate norm evolving for each class in the partition, application would be straightforward. But the classes of interactions driving the application of norms need not have any nice structure, and the norms that evolve may well not either.
A specific kind of interaction of the kind that game theorists put under the microscope -for instance, ultimatum bargaining -may be a member of various classes of social interactions. Each of these classes may carry its own norm, quite appropriate to the class, and the norms may conflict. We suggest that framing of a decision problem should be interpreted as a signal about the relevant class of social interactions, and that evolutionary analysis should be redirected to systems of classes of social interactions. In this way, many "anomalous" findings of experimental game theory may lose the air of mystery. We illustrate the approach here with two small examples, which illustrate two different types of framing effects.
Individual behavior across strategic contexts can often be very similar. For instance, it is remarkable how stable bargaining behavior is across contexts that are, from an economic perspective, strategically very different. Fair bargaining outcomes, where individuals both receive equal share of a good to be split, have been observed in many strategically different games -from the Nash bargaining game, where individuals each choose an amount to demand for themselves, to the ultimatum game, where one individual suggests a split of a good, to the dictator game, where one individual unilaterally decides how to split the good.
The later two have been viewed as especially problematic. In the ultimatum game one individual suggests a split of the good and the other is given the opportunity to accept or reject the split. If the proposer presumes that his counterpart is rational and prefers something to nothing, then the proposer expects that the responder will accept any positive offer -since she is choosing between something and nothing. With this presumption, the proposer maximizes his own return by suggesting a split which gives the responder the smallest positive amount possible. Strategy sets which survive this reasoning are known as sequentially rational equilibria, but experiments have demonstrated that often individuals do not even approximate sequentially rational play.
Even more perplexing are results from dictator games, where the option to refuse has been removed. In these games, a single individual determines a split and the second must take the offer. Here, if the first prefers more money to less, he does best by keeping all the money for himself. However, experiments again show that individuals do not behave in this way.
Turning from a traditional equilibrium analysis to an evolutionary one does not entirely remove the mystery. While fair behavior in the ultimatum game can evolve in the replicator dynamics -one model of cultural evolution -it is unstable to many types of mutation. Even considering a limited form of mutation, standard evolutionary models make evolution of fair behavior relatively unlikely. In particular we suggest that initial play reflects decision rules that have evolved in real-life bargaining situations that are superficially similar to the Ultimatum Game. These bargaining games generally feature more symmetric allocations of bargaining power than the Ultimatum Game, yielding initial play in the Ultimatum Game experiments that need not be close to [sequentially rational play] (59).
[See also the discussion in Skyrms (1996) Ch. 2] The evolutionary question then is "is it possible for a general norm to evolve, such that the norm results in fair behavior both in the ultimatum and Nash bargaining games?" This question was investigated by Zollman (2008) . He considers a single norm which dictates both the proposal in the symmetric Nash bargaining game -where both individuals simultaneously make demands -and in the asymmetric ultimatum game. He finds that when individuals cannot distinguish between these two circumstances, fair behavior is very likely to evolve. More surprisingly, he finds that there is a synergistic effect, and that fair behavior is more likely to evolve in the generic context than it is in either game taken alone.
Zollman assumes that the fairness norm in question simply cannot distinguish between the two games, thus forcing it to evolve consistent behavior in both contexts. He defends this constraint by saying, Individuals may simply fail to consider the full strategic situation with which they are confronted. Costa-Gomes, Crawford, and Broseta provide an extensive study demonstrating that a reasonable number of individuals simply do not consider game-like situations strategically... Even for those players who would consider the actions of another, in many bargaining situations the information may be strictly unavailable to the players (or at least unavailable at a reasonable expense). (Zollman 2008, 89) The final remark suggests that it may be too expensive for individuals to make distinctions between different forms of the game, and thus they must adopt a strategy which is not game contingent. This possibility is analyzed in detail by Mengel (2008) . Mengel considered a situation where individuals confront many games, but incur some cost for distinguishing between them. She finds that depending on cost, many strategically very different situations can arise. New equilibria can be created and other equilibria destabilized. This suggests that the phenomenon found by Zollman may be a general feature of the evolution of norms.
These papers model a situation where two strategically different interactions are coalesced into a single socially relevant context for an individual.
Some players may frame ultimatum bargaining as just a bargaining problem, some as a very special kind of bargaining, with different behavior as a result. This is not the only time that framing effects matter, it can also be the case that individuals behave differently in one strategic context by cuing on some, strategically irrelevant, piece of information. For instance, it has been observed that in bargaining games apparently irrelevant bits of information can radically alter the agreed upon outcome. Although many such experiments have been performed, perhaps the most incredible results come from Mehta, Starmer, and Sugden (1992) . In this experiment two individuals were randomly given four cards each from a reduced deck of cards containing only aces and deuces. Mehta, Starmer, and Sugden found that the focal point created by the cards resulted in asymmetric demands in the Nash bargaining game. They cued their subjects in such a way as to suggest that aces were valuable, and so individuals with more aces tended to demand more and symmetrically individuals with fewer demanded less. This shows people coordinating on different equilibria by cuing on strategically irrelevant information.
Let us move to a famous example discussed in the study of biological evolution in animal contests. Maynard Smith (1982) suggested that animal conflicts might be modeled using a game known as Hawk-Dove. In this game each individual would like to secure a resource (like food or a mate) and can do so by threatening the other. But if both threaten, they will fight which is the worst outcome of game.
Hawk Dove
Hawk (0, 0) (4, 1) Hawk. Such equilibria are attainable when there is an asymmetry available to the players (like one being designated the "row player"). In natural interactions where strategies correspond to types in the population, these equilibria are no longer attainable.
This can be illustrated with a relatively simple model of evolution known as the replicator dynamics. In the replicator dynamics individuals play with a random member of a population and reproduce according to how well they did relative to the rest of the population; those that did better than average take over larger shares of the population while those that did worse shrink. When the situation is entirely symmetric in the Hawk-Dove game evolution pushes the population toward a mixed state where some proportion are playing Hawk and some are playing Dove (see illustration 1)
This polymorphic equilibrium is inefficient, despite being the unique end point for this model of evolution. Hawk-types often meet other Hawk-types and have the worst payoff in the game, 0. Dove-types also meet other dove-types which results in a worse social outcome than would be secured if one had played Hawk (a sum of 4 instead of 5). Maynard-Smith noted that in such games it might be of interest to the players to find something outside of the game to use as a method for breaking symmetry. That is, if the players could use some feature observable to both players to which they can correlate their strategy, evolution might select for strategies which use this cue.
This model has been used to explain territoriality in many species. Being a "territory owner" or an "intruder" is a mechanism by which individuals might correlate their strategies, and thus solve this coordination problem. So the strategy of playing Hawk if owner and dove if intruder is evolutionarily stable and also more efficient than the mixed population mentioned before. We can thing of individuals sometimes being sometimes in the role of owner and sometimes in the The situation of Hawk-Dove is very similar to the symmetry observed in bargaining games. In the Nash bargaining game there are both symmetric and asymmetric equilibria. There are two symmetric equilibria, one is the fair equilibrium where each person demands ½ of the good and one is the greedy equilibrium where both demand all of the good. There are also infinitely many asymmetric equilibria where one person demands x% of the good and the other demands 100-x% of the good.
Restricting our attention to a game with just three strategies: demand 1/3, demand ½, demand 2/3, we find there are three equilibria. One where the first person demands 1/3 and the second demands 2/3, one where the first demands 2/3 and the second demands 1/3, and one where both demand half. If we consider the one population replicator dynamics again, we find that most populations go to the symmetric equilibrium but a not insignificant number go to an inefficient mixed equilibrium where the population is made up of both 1/3-types and 2/3-types (Skyrms 1996; see illustration 3). This mixed state is inefficient, like in the Hawk-Dove case, because sometimes 2/3-types meet themselves and get nothing and sometimes 1/3-types meet themselves and leave some of the good unused.
Suppose, however, that players receiver a signal -blue or green. Then there are available new strategies <1/3 if B, 2/3 if G>, and so forth. Suppose that nature assigns roles with a coin flip, and matches blues with greens. Then, just as before, the polymorphism between Always 1/3 and Always 2/3 types becomes destabilized by the addition of these new role-based strategies. And we now have new stable equilibria where the whole population plays <1/3 if B, 2/3 if G> and where the whole population plays <2/3 if B, 1/3 if G>. We also have a stable equilibrium where the whole population demands ½, regardless of signal.
Illustration 2: Evolutionary dynamics of the Nash bargaining game
One respect in which cultural evolution differs from biological evolution In this model we find that asymmetric equilibria become more likely.
Considering a game with only three proposals (1/3, ½, and 2/3), almost half of the initial starting points evolving to situations where one type demands 2/3 and the other demands 1/3. The remaining populations evolve to a state where both demand ½. In an intriguing follow-up experiment by Rankin,Von Huyck, and Battalio (2000), subjects played a sequence of different Stag Hunt games without labels, so that the only information they have is payoff information. Three out of four groups coordinated on a norm of following the payoff dominant equilibrium and the fourth group appeared on the way to converging to this norm. This unique experiment points the way to more general type of experiment relevant to framing of norms.
On a larger scale, some norms may be formed by classes of interactions so broad as to be thought of as constituting a culture. We take this as the moral of the multi-cultural studies in Henrich et. al. (2006) . These shatter a lot of universal images -not only that of homo economicus, but also alternatives formed in experiments on college students in modern developed countries. The way individuals play standard games varies dramatically from one culture to another.
It is evident that other kinds of customary social interactions in the culture play a role in shaping norms that are applied public goods provision games or ultimatum bargaining. The challenge of studying the origin and framing of systems of norms has implications for experimental economics, but it also calls for empirical research outside the laboratory.
